This talk will discuss the types of disruption driven by COVID 19 and the patterns of business adaptation that have been observed across multiple industries. Those firms that made investments to create digital links across their organizations appear to have been more resilient in the face of disruption. The talk will also present evidence of differential impact across industries and will offer some conjecture as to the types of business models that appeared to be more resilient.
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High growth companies don’t go it alone. Increasingly, they are achieving results by creating and orchestrating digitally connected ecosystems — coordinated networks of enterprises, devices, and customers — that create value for all of their participants. In this talk, we will describe three different digital partnering strategies that we’ve identified and how each affects growth. We’ll go into depth on two important capabilities—digital readiness and curation — that companies need to develop in order to effectively digitally partner. The talk will be illustrated with case vignettes and survey data.